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1. Introduction
1.1 Background

The Society is a mutual organisation run for the benefit of its Members. The Society seeks to protect Members’
savings by holding sufficient capital at all times. The Society’s Tier 1 core capital exclusively comprises of General
Reserves as shown in the Balance Sheet. Tier 2 capital is limited to a small addition for general credit risk
adjustments (i.e. collective provisions). The Society’s core capital is therefore predominantly ‘retained profit’: profit
earned that the Society holds in reserve (rather than investing into the business or paying back to Members). This
capital reserve allows the Society to weather challenging economic conditions, unexpected credit losses, and other
adverse events by absorbing the losses with its own capital, protecting its Members’ savings.
The Society is required, at all times, to maintain overall financial resources, including capital and liquidity, to ensure
there is no significant risk that its liabilities cannot be met as they fall due. This Pillar 3 document provides an insight
into the risk inherent to the Society’s business and balance sheet, and the substantial quantity and quality of capital
held to support this risk as at 31 December 2021.
The following disclosures relate primarily to the Society, as the only regulated entity within the Group. The Society
has one wholly-owned active subsidiary, Darlington Homes Limited (DHL), which owns and manages a small number
of residential properties.

1.2 Regulation – regulatory environment
Basel III is an internationally agreed set of measures developed by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision
(BCBS) in response to the financial crisis of 2007-2009.
The Capital Requirements Directive IV (CRD IV) (applicable from 1 January 2014) is an EU legislative package that
contains prudential rules for banks, building societies, and investment firms. CRD IV implemented the Basel III
agreement in the EU with particular requirements around the quality and quantity of capital, a basis for new liquidity
and leverage requirements, rules for counterparty risk, and capital buffers.
CRD IV is made up of the Capital Requirements Directive (2013/36/EU) (CRD) and the Capital Requirements
Regulation (575/2013) (CRR). The CRD must be implemented through national law while the CRR applies
‘automatically’ to firms across the EU.
Basel III aimed to improve the banking sector's ability to absorb shocks arising from financial and economic stress,
whatever the source, improve risk management and governance, and strengthen banks' transparency and
disclosures (including particularly the requirement to publish annual Pillar 3 disclosure documents).
Changes to the Basel III measures (Basel IV) were issued by the BCBS in 2016-17. The Capital Requirements Directive
V (CRD V) and the Capital Requirements Regulation 2 (CRR 2) are amendments to the CRD and CRR respectively,
intended to ‘continue the EU’s implementation of Basel standards’. CRD V and CRR 2 do not implement all of the
BCBS’ outstanding recommendations. Notably, long standing proposals to materially overhaul the calculation of
credit risk weighted assets and counterparty credit risk weighted assets are not part of the CRD V and CRR 2
legislation.
CRD V was published in the (EU) Official Journal on 7 June 2019 and transposed into UK law on 28 December 2020.
Most of CRD V’s requirements apply from 29 December 2020.
CRD V aims to address issues in relation to the provisions of the CRD that have ‘proved not to be sufficiently clear
and have therefore been subject to divergent interpretations or that have been found to be overly burdensome for
certain institutions’. It also introduces amendments required following adoption of other relevant EU acts, and to
‘better align the current regulatory framework to international developments’.
The PRA is the regulatory body responsible for implementing CRD within the UK. These rules include requirements
for the Society to disclose key information about risk and are referred to as “Pillar 3” requirements.
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CRR 2 was published in the (EU) Official Journal on 7 June 2019. Most of CRR 2’s requirements applied in the EU from
28 June 2021. As the UK was not part of the EU on 28 June 2021, the provisions of the CRR 2 EU Journal did not
automatically apply to the Society. The parts of CRR 2 that applied prior to the end of the EU Transition Period on 31
December 2020 did automatically apply, and were reflected in the Society’s 2020 Pillar 3 disclosures.
The remaining parts of CRR 2 have been implemented in the UK through the PRA Rulebook (CRR) Instrument 2021.
This consolidated the previous CRR and the CRR 2 changes into a single set of capital requirements and is applicable
in the UK from 1 January 2022. Changes made in the PRA Rulebook (CRR) are not significant to the Society from a
capital perspective.
As these Pillar 3 disclosures are presented as at 31 December 2021, the 1 January 2022 CRR 2 changes are not
reflected in this document. Unless otherwise noted, all following references to the CRR should be read as references
to the CRR applicable as at 31 December 2021, including the parts of CRR 2 that were applicable on or before 31
December 2021.

1.3 Regulatory – scope of consolidation
The Society is the only regulated entity in the Group. As a financial institution, the requirements of the CRR apply
directly to the Society on an individual basis. While the Society is the parent entity of a number of subsidiary entities,
it is not a parent institution for the purposes of the CRR as none of its subsidiaries are financial institutions.
The Society’s subsidiary entities are as follows:
Subsidiary company
Darlington Homes Limited
Darlington Estate Agents Limited
Darlington Investment Planning Limited
Darlington Mortgage Services Limited
DBS Services (No 3) Limited
Sentinel Homes Limited

Registered number
02748333
03331762
03230003
02972124
03093231
02748328

Class of shares held
Ordinary
Ordinary
Ordinary
Ordinary
Ordinary
Ordinary and preference

Society shareholding
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Principal activity
Property management
Dormant
Dormant
Dormant
Dormant
Dormant

Darlington Homes Limited is the Society’s only non-dormant subsidiary. Darlington Homes Limited has no individual
regulatory capital or liquidity requirement (and is historically profitable and cash generative). There is no current or
foreseen material practical or legal impediment to the prompt transfer of cash, or accumulated reserves (by way of
dividend) from Darlington Homes Limited to the Society. Long standing intercompany loans by the Society to
Darlington Homes Limited supported Darlington Homes Limited’s purchase of investment property. The loans are
unsecured and have no formal repayment schedule and are not expected to be available for ‘prompt’ repayment in
times of stress or otherwise. At 31 December 2021 Darlington Homes Limited’s net reserves were immaterial.
None of the Society’s subsidiary companies are considered to provide ancillary services to the Society for the
purposes of the CRR.
The CRR requires firms to use the equity method to value subsidiaries that are not banks or investment firms,
financial institutions, or ancillary services undertakings, or their participations in such entities.
The equity method records initial investments at historical cost, with adjustments made to the value based on
percentage ownership in net income, loss, and dividend payments. This differs slightly from the Society’s accounting
method of recognising investments in its subsidiary entities which are presented at historic cost less impairment.
The equity method of ‘consolidation’ for CRR purposes is different from the consolidation required of Groups of
institutions. It is a method of valuing an investment in unregulated subsidiaries and not a method of consolidating
said subsidiaries on and off-balance sheet exposures into the scope of a regulatory consolidation group.
The Society has applied the equity method of consolidation in valuing its investment in non-dormant subsidiaries
throughout this document.
4

1.4 Regulation – Society application

The Society adopts the ‘Standardised Approach’ for Credit risk and the ‘Basic Indicator Approach’ for Operational
risk. These approaches are explained in more detail in Section 3 of this document.
The Society’s Pillar 3 Disclosures at December 2021 comprise all information required under Pillar 3, both
quantitative and qualitative. They are made in accordance with Part 8 of the Capital Requirements Regulation (CRR)
within CRD IV and the European Banking Authority’s (‘EBA’) final standards on revised Pillar 3 Disclosures issued in
December 2016. These disclosures are supplemented by subsequent amendments to disclosure requirements,
specific additional requirements of the PRA and discretionary disclosures made by the Society.
Significant changes to the Pillar 3 Disclosure requirements are required in 2022 following the PRA’s implementation
of CRR 2. The Society has not early-adopted the narrative or template disclosure requirements of CRR 2.
The Society has calculated capital for prudential regulatory reporting purposes throughout 2021 using the Basel III
framework of the Basel Committee (‘Basel’) as implemented by the European Union (EU) in the amended Capital
Requirements Directive and Regulation (CRD IV/V), and in line with the PRA’s Rulebook for the UK banking industry.
The Basel Committee’s framework is structured around three ‘pillars’:
 Pillar 1 minimum capital requirements;
 Pillar 2 supervisory review process; and
 Pillar 3 market discipline.
The aim of Pillar 3 is to produce disclosures that allow market participants to assess the scope of application by
banks of the Basel Committee’s framework and the rules in their jurisdiction, their capital condition, risk exposures
and risk management processes, and hence their capital adequacy.
These disclosures are prepared on an annual basis, or more frequently where applicable to any revised reporting
frameworks (see Regulation- regulatory environment above).
These disclosures are not subject to external audit. These disclosures were reviewed and approved by the Society’s
Audit Committee on 1 March 2022 and ratified by the Society’s Board on 17 March 2022.
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2. Risk Management
2.1 Governance and oversight

The Society’s purpose is to improve the lives of its members and communities through supporting home ownership
and encouraging saving. This is delivered through its corporate strategy and business model.
The successful delivery of the Society's strategy and purpose is dependent on its ability to identify, understand and
manage its risks effectively.
The Society’s Risk Management Framework and governance structures, as described throughout, are intended to
provide appropriate systems of control to manage its principal risks and make informed decisions that support its
long-term viability, value and fair outcomes for its members.

The Board
The Board is the governing body of the Society and the Group. The Board sets the strategy and provides direction
within a framework of prudent and financial controls, ensuring the necessary resources are in place to support
robust operations. The Board also sets the Society’s policies and standards and reviews Management performance.
The Board is the main decision-making body of the Society (and Group). The Board provides leadership within a
framework of prudent and effective controls to enable the effective assessment and management of risk.
The Board determines the nature and extent of the principal risks it is willing to take in achieving its strategic
objectives and is responsible for ensuring maintenance of sound risk management and internal control systems.
The Board are responsible for approval of the Society’s Risk Appetite Statements (RAS), and the Risk Management
Framework (RMF), on the recommendation of the Board Risk and Compliance Committee.
Throughout 2021 the Board had four sub-committees to deal with specific issues. Further to this a separate Board,
chaired by the Society’s CEO, is in place to manage the Group’s only active subsidiary, Darlington Homes Ltd. The
Board determines the responsibilities and composition of these Committees, which are authorised to make decisions
within agreed parameters and/or make recommendations to the full Board as appropriate.
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The Board Risk and Compliance Committee
The purpose of the Committee is to provide oversight on behalf of the Board and to advise the Board on risk and
compliance matters. This includes advising the Board on risk appetite, providing challenge to Management on risk
performance and culture, and overseeing an assessment of future risks and stresses that enables Management to
develop appropriate risk response strategies to protect the Society.
The Committee is responsible for:
 The oversight of the Risk & Compliance Function of the Society;
 Assessing and approving the Risk Management Framework;
 The Risk and Compliance monitoring plans;
 Approving and putting to the Board for approval the Risk Appetite Statement, Internal Capital Adequacy
Assessment Process, Internal Liquidity Adequacy Assessment Process, and Recovery and Resolution Planning
documents; and
 Providing assurance to the Board on the effectiveness of the internal control framework.
This Committee ensures that the Society meets its regulatory and legal obligations with regard to all areas of the
business relating to risk as specified in our Risk Appetite Statement. This includes areas of business conduct to
ensure that at all times the Society’s objectives are met by delivering business in a clear, transparent and fair
manner, whether that is by the Society itself or by a third party acting on its behalf. Members of senior management
appear in front of the Committee to be challenged on how they manage and mitigate risks in their business areas. In
considering the risks, the Committee will understand the Group’s strategies and tactics, along with the key success
factors used to measure its performance.
The Committee has delegated responsibility to advise on all high-level risk matters and to provide proper
consideration and assessment of future risks, compliance with regulations and assessment of financial stresses to
enable management to develop appropriate strategies to protect the Society.
The Risk Committee oversees how the Society embeds the principles of good risk management into the Society’s
culture, and day to day operations and compliance with the Society’s agreed risk appetite. The Committee assumes
responsibility for monitoring the Society’s Risk Management Framework, which embraces risk principles, policies,
methodologies, systems, processes, procedures and people. The Committee met seven times in 2021.

The Audit Committee
The purpose of the Committee is to provide oversight on behalf of the Board and to advise the Board on matters
relating to financial reporting, internal financial controls, oversight of internal and external audit, and the
whistleblowing policy.
The main function of the Committee is to assist the Board in fulfilling its oversight responsibilities, specifically the
ongoing review, monitoring and assessment of:
 The integrity of the financial statements, any formal announcements relating to financial performance and
significant financial reporting judgments. This includes the Society’s annual Pillar 3 disclosures;
 The effectiveness of the system of internal financial control;
 The effectiveness of the internal and external audit processes, and the Society's relationship with external
auditors including their objectivity and independence;
 The appointment, re-appointment and removal of the External Auditors; and
 The effectiveness of the Society’s whistleblowing procedures.
The Committee met four times in 2021. The present Committee members are all non-executive directors.

The Nominations and Governance Committee
The purpose of the Committee is to assist the Board by leading the process for Board, Board Committee, and Senior
Management appointments. This includes identifying, nominating, and recommending candidates for appointment
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to the Board, assessing the fitness and proprietary of SMF Holders, and by providing oversight of the Society’s
Corporate Governance arrangements.
This Committee considers the structure, size and composition of the Board and makes recommendations to the
Board regarding any proposed changes. The Committee is also responsible for reviewing succession planning for
members of the Board and Executive. The Committee will nominate candidates to fill Board vacancies and will
consider nominations made by members. The Committee met three times in 2021.

The Remuneration Committee
The purpose of the Committee is to advise the Board on matters relating to remuneration, including the setting of
Executive and Senior management remuneration. The committee establishes the over-arching principles and
parameters for remuneration within the Society to ensure that responsible management that supports the Society’s
long-term interests is fairly rewarded.
The Committee also advises on all relevant legislative and regulatory rules and guidance, including the regulator’s
Remuneration Code.
The Committee met four times in 2021 and comprises all non-executive directors, with the Chief Executive in
attendance.
Terms of Reference for the four primary sub-committees are published on the Society’s website at
https://www.darlington.co.uk/who-we-are/corporate-governance/the-board-of-directors/

Darlington Homes Ltd Committee
This Committee is the Board of the Society’s investment property subsidiary company. The Committee is responsible
for the overall management and oversight of the company, and for the safeguarding and day-to day management of
its assets.

Executive Committee
The Executive Committee is responsible for implementation and delivery of the objectives of the Society as set by
the Board by ensuring the development, delivery, and implementation of strategy. The Committee has direct
oversight of the Executive Sub-Committees, who provide regular updates to the Committee and to the Board/Board
Risk and Compliance Committee.
The Executive team are responsible for designing, operating, and monitoring risk management and internal control
processes. The key Executive Management Committees are the Assets and Liabilities Committee, chaired by the
Chief Financial Officer and the Risk Management Committee, chaired by the Chief Operating Officer:

The Assets and Liabilities Committee
This Committee controls the methods for managing credit risk of counterparties, basis risk, settlement risk, funding
risk, interest rate risk and structural risk in the balance sheet. The Committee implements appropriate limits and
monitors relevant exposures. A Financial Risk Management Policy is maintained which sets out the Society’s risk
appetite and approach to liquidity, funding, and structural balance sheet management. The Committee meets at
least once a month. This is an Executive Committee, however, non-executive directors attend at their discretion.

The Risk Management Committee
This Committee is responsible for management oversight of the Society’s operational risk and credit risk exposures.
Credit risk arises from the Society’s residential and commercial lending activities. Operational risks include the
Society’s conduct in treating customers fairly, properly and in accordance with our stated values and regulations.
Risks to the Society are considered which are impacting now and in the future. The Committee uses the Board
agreed Risk Appetite Statement to guide decisions.
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2.2 Risk management framework

The Board understands that risks arise naturally because of decisions taken in order to achieve the Society’s business
objectives but endeavours, through positive mitigation strategies, to manage these in a manner that optimises
returns whilst protecting Members’ and customers’ interests and the Society’s long term capital position.
The Society’s RMF is designed to promote the Society’s ability to achieve its strategic objectives in a way that
minimises its exposure to its principal risks. The RMF establishes a consistent and structured approach to risk
management, influencing the development and effective implementation of the Society’s Strategy and Objectives.
The RMF is a set of components (and the formal document) that defines the Society’s arrangements for designing,
implementing, monitoring, reviewing and continually improving risk management throughout the Society.
The Society’s Chief Risk Officer (CRO) is the operational owner of the RMF and is responsible for the effective
implementation, review, and maintenance of the Society’s approach to risk management and advising of any
material changes to Executive Management, the BRCC and the Board, as appropriate. The CRO is also responsible for
periodic assessments of risk maturity in relation to the Society’s RMF Vision and desired target state.

2.3 Risk culture and risk assurance

Risk culture is a key element of effective risk management, underpinning how the RMF is embedded across the
Society, and reflected into strategic and operational decision-making.
The Society promotes an open risk culture in which concerns about potential inappropriate or excessive risk taking
are reported, without fear of retaliation or intimidation.
The Society's risk culture is supported by its values and expectations on business and personal behaviours. These
underpin the Society’s strategy and are assessed and monitored for all colleagues. These are also aligned to the
regulatory obligations under the Senior Managers and Certification Regime.
Embedding of a robust risk culture and an understanding by all staff of their role in the detection and prevention of
risk is key to a successful RMF. Implementation of the Society’s RMF is the responsibility of all employees and the
Society is committed to the involvement of all staff in the process of risk identification, escalation, analysis, control
and monitoring.
The RMF is supported by the underlying values and culture of the Society.
The Society adopts the three lines of defence model with regards to risk management and compliance:

First line of defence
“Those with direct responsibility for taking and managing risk in a controlled environment.”
The first line of defence is the business and its functions. It is the responsibility of line management to take
ownership and correctly assess risks relating to their area of operation on a bi-annual basis. The first line of defence
operates within and reports against a framework of approved risk management policies.
The first line of defence is directly responsible for taking and managing risk in a controlled environment.

Second line of defence
“Those with responsibility for embedding the risk management framework, overseeing its integrity and reviewing the
effectiveness of first line controls.”
The second line of defence is the Risk and Compliance Department. It is the responsibility of Risk and Compliance to
advise, assist and support the business in achieving the corporate strategy in an appropriately risk managed and
regulatorily compliant manner. Risk and Compliance act to independently monitor, review and challenge the risk
culture and environment implemented by the first line of defence.
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The second line of defence is directly responsible for embedding the RMF, overseeing its integrity and reviewing the
effectiveness of first line controls.
The Board Risk and Compliance Committee operates as a second line of defence committee.

Third line of defence
“Those providing independent assurance across the first and second lines of defence.”
The third line of defence is internal audit, outsourced to KPMG. It is the responsibility of internal audit to provide
independent assurance on the design, adequacy, and effectiveness of the Society’s system of internal controls.
The third line of defence is directly responsible for providing independent assurance across the first and second lines
of defence.
Audit Committee operates as part of the Society’s third line of defence with responsibility for monitoring and
oversight of the first and second lines of defence.

2.4 Principal business risks

The principal business and financial risks to which the Group is exposed are credit, market, liquidity, operational,
pension, conduct, strategic and regulatory:

Credit risk
Credit risk is the risk that members, customers, or counterparties may not be able to meet their obligations to the
Society as they fall due.
The Society manages its credit risk across three core categories:
Residential mortgages
The Society’s residential lending is all collateralised: the Society retains primary legal charge over the mortgaged
property and, in the event of borrower default, has the contractual ability to recover its investment through sale of
the property collateral. This significantly mitigates the Society’s credit risk exposure to its borrower members.
The Society regards as 'impaired' any mortgage or loan account where more than three monthly repayments have
not been made at the accounting date or where there is objective evidence that the loan account is impaired. An
account is ‘past due’ where one or more monthly repayment has not been made. Arrears of mortgage repayments
are monitored closely by the Society’s financial support team and the Risk Management Committee. The Society has
performed satisfactorily when compared with national arrears and possession statistics.
The Society manages its residential mortgage exposures in line with its Board approved Risk Appetite Statement. The
Society monitors its concentrated exposures across a wide range of metrics, including type of lending (owner
occupied, buy to let, specialist, etc.), loan to income and loan to value, retirement status, and geographic location.
Tranches of new mortgage lending are managed to these metrics to promote a balance sheet structure that reflects
the Society’s strategic risk appetite.
Return on Capital Employed benchmarks are set to ensure that the return on proposed mortgage tranches suitably
reflect the risk inherent in the lending.
The Society’s mortgage lending is prudently and manually underwritten and supported by a rigorous formal Retail
Credit Risk and Responsible Lending Policy.
The Society’s Risk and Credit Departments monitor and manage the Society’s residential mortgage performance,
with detailed arrears, forbearance and possessions MI reported to the Risk Management Committee on a monthly
basis, including borrower watch lists and arrears trends.
Commercial mortgages
The Society’s commercial lending is all collateralised, in the same manner as residential lending disclosed above.
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The Society’s commercial portfolio is a closed book and is in active wind down. The Society’s Commercial Manager
manages its relationship with commercial borrowers on an individual basis. Commercial loan performance is
reported to the Risk Management Committee on a monthly basis including detailed watch list MI. This is
supplemented by quarterly commercial account review meetings attended by the Society’s Credit Director, CRO,
CFO, and CEO. The Society periodically engages third party valuation specialists to assist in the assessment of
commercial property valuations, with the level of commercial provisioning supported by detailed internal models.
The commercial portfolio is now small with total balances of c. £7.5m.
Treasury
The Society’s treasury portfolio (investments in non-cash liquid assets) is managed by the Society’s Treasury
Department and monitored by the Assets and Liabilities Committee. The Society’s Board approved Financial Risk
Management Policy sets out the type and concentration of counterparties that the Society is prepared to invest in.
The Society’s Treasury Activities are managed in line with the Building Societies Sourcebook and the Regulator’s
Supervisory Statement on societies’ treasury and lending activities under which the Society is a ‘matched approach’
building society.
As a matched approach building society, the Society’s liquidity investments are limited to non-complex sterling
instruments. The Society’s investments are typically in the form of T-Bills, Floating Rate Note, Medium Term Notes
and Certificates of Deposit with highly rated financial institutions, including supranational counterparties. Most of
the Society’s cash liquid assets are deposited with the Bank of England.
The Society deems that it is not exposed to wrong way risk; the risk that exposures to a counterparty are negatively
correlated to the creditworthiness of that counterparty, as a result of any of its activities.
For further information, see Sections 4-6 of this document.

Prudential risk
The Society assesses its prudential risk under three core categories:
Funding and Liquidity risk
Funding and Liquidity risk is the risk that the Society may not be able to meet its financial obligations as they fall due,
or may do so only at a disproportionate or excessive cost.
The Society’s business model is to take funding from retail savings members to fund its mortgage lending. The nature
of building societies is to lend for longer terms and fund with shorter term savings accounts. This leads to a maturity
mismatch between assets and liabilities.
The Society manages its liquidity in line with its Board approved liquidity risk appetite and Financial Risk
Management Policy. These set out detailed limits for liquidity and funding levels and concentrations and include
minimum on and off-balance sheet liquidity levels, minimum funding diversification levels, and structural limits on
key funding sources.
The Society completes an annual assessment of its key liquidity risks and consequent liquidity requirements (through
the Internal Liquidity Adequacy Assessment Process (ILAAP)) which is approved by the Board and subject to periodic
supervisory review. This includes a range of severe but plausible stress tests to inform the degree of liquidity the
Society should hold ‘now’ to ensure it has suitable liquidity to cover unexpected, stressed outflows.
The Society maintains access to the Bank of England’s Sterling Monetary Framework (SMF) to provide access to
diversified sources of central bank funding and liquidity. The SMF provides access to business as usual and stressed
liquidity and the Society maintains collateral pools, pre-positioned with the Bank of England, to ensure access to
contingency funding can be secured in times of unexpected stress.
The Assets and Liability Committee monitors the Society’s liquidity position on a monthly basis.
At 31 December 2021 the Society’s liquidity coverage ratio (LCR) was 367%, significantly above the regulatory
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minimum of 100%. The LCR is a measure of the amount of high-quality liquid assets the Society holds to address
potential stressed liquidity outflows.
At 31 December 2021 the Society’s net stable funding ratio (NSFR) was 153%, significantly above the regulatory
minimum of 100%. The NSFR is a measure of the stability of the Society’s funding vs. the stable funding its mortgage
and other assets require. Measurement of the NSFR changed on 1 January 2022 following the PRA’s implementation
of a new capital requirements regime. Changes introduced options for the calculation of NSFR for smaller
institutions, including a simplified method that the Society intends to adopt in 2022.
Market Risk
Market risk is the risk that the income from, or value of, the Group’s assets and liabilities may change when affected
by fluctuations in market rates such as house price index, inflation and interest rates. A dedicated Treasury function
exists to manage this risk with Second line oversight from Risk and Compliance.
As a building society, the Society cannot trade in financial instruments. Its exposure to market risk is therefore
concentrated towards interest rate risk.
The Society manages interest rate risk in line with its Board approved Financial Risk Management Policy limits.
The Society Assets and Liabilities Committee monitors its exposure to basis and gap risk across a range of stressed
scenarios, including the European Banking Authority’s 6 prescribed interest rate shocks. Exposure to interest rate
risk is managed to internal (and supervisory) limits to minimise the maximum impact of pre-determined interest rate
movements.
The Society manages (or hedges) its interest rate exposures using interest rate swaps: derivative financial
instruments that convert the Society’s fixed interest rate return on fixed rate mortgages into a variable rate of return
that better matches the Society’s administered/ variable rate funding.
The Society also employs natural hedging techniques where possible: matching fixed rate mortgages to fixed rate
retail liabilities, reducing its reliance on interest rate swaps with third parties. For further information see Section 7
of this document.
The Society has no direct exposure to foreign currencies or equities but may be indirectly impacted by changes in
these through its (closed) defined benefit pension plan.
Full detail regarding the financial instruments used by the Group in the mitigation of market risk are given in the
Annual Report and Accounts, Note 24 Financial Instruments, available on the Society’s website at
www.darlington.co.uk

Capital Risk
Capital risk is the risk that there is insufficient capital (both in quantum and quality) to absorb losses and maintain
stakeholder confidence through a full economic cycle. This Pillar 3 document explores the Society’s monitoring and
management of capital risk in detail throughout. See Section 3 particularly for the Society’s management of capital
risk in line with the RMF.

Operational Risk
Operational risk is the risk that an exposure or loss may arise from inadequate, inappropriate, insufficient, or
otherwise failed or failing internal processes or systems, human error, or external events (including a failure in
outsourced activities).
The Society operates an Operational Risk Management Framework (ORMF) which forms part of the broader RMF
and sets out in detail the Society's approach to managing operational risk.
The ORMF details the responsibility of each business area to identify, assess, manage and monitor their operational
risks. Business areas are required to capture their risk and controls as part of the Risk Control Self-Assessment (RCSA)
process.
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Management are required to review the adequacy and effectiveness of internal controls to determine the level of
risk exposure for their respective areas of responsibility. This process is undertaken bi-annually.
The outputs from each RCSA review are reported through to the relevant Management and Board committees, along
with any actions identified to further improve the control environment.
The ORMF also outlines the approach to risk event reporting, including those which incur a loss to ensure events are
reported and resolved in a consistent and timely manner, with escalation where necessary.

Conduct and compliance risk
Conduct and compliance risk is the risk arising from failure to treat customers fairly, meet expected customer
outcomes or comply with relevant conduct regulations.
The Society maintains a Board approved conduct and compliance risk appetite, through the wider risk management
framework and managed by a dedicated Risk and Compliance Department.
The Risk and Compliance function operates a Conduct and Compliance Monitoring methodology. This methodology
outlines the Society's approach in developing its annual conduct and compliance monitoring plans, to ensure
regulatory obligations and fair customer outcomes are being achieved consistently.
Each annual plan is balanced against the Society's regulatory obligations and focused on areas of highest risk. This
takes into consideration: the regulatory horizon; recent assurance activity; business and project-related changes;
planned coverage by other assurance (i.e. internal audit).
The outputs from the monitoring plan are reported to the relevant Management and Board-level Committee to
provide oversight on key conduct and compliance findings.
The Risk Management Committee manages ‘horizon scanning’ of key legislative and regulatory change, supported by
the Risk and Compliance Department. Progress is fed back to the Risk Management Committee and Change IT
Resilience Committee (CIRCO) where appropriate.

Strategy and Governance risk
Strategic and governance risk is the risk that market conditions, economic downturn, or other prolonged uncertainty
have a detrimental effect on the Society’s ability to deliver its objectives.
The Society sets out its strategic objectives in its Corporate Plan: a Board approved document setting clear targets
across a 5 year planning horizon. The strategy is centred on five pillars:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

People – inspiring brilliant people across the Society with a member focused culture.
Members – providing members and brokers with an outstanding service and experience.
Community – committed to positive engagement and support of the local community.
Resilience – developing the resilience of the Society, powered by investment in digital solutions and data.
Sustainability – management and reduction of our impact on the environment.

The Board monitors a wide range of key financial and non-financial metrics when measuring progress against the
Corporate Plan.
The People and Resilience Pillars are considered to be the most relevant for the purpose of Pillar 3 disclosures:
The People pillar is supported by frequent staff surveys, and engagement sessions. We use multiple mechanisms to
understand the views and opinions of our employees and measure against others in our sector.
The Society is an active participant in the Financial Services Culture Board’s Culture and Best Companies surveys. For
the Best Companies survey we were delighted to see a completion rate of 89% and maintenance of the Society’s 2star rating for outstanding levels of engagement.
Improvements in the Society’s employee wellbeing and team engagement scores highlighted success in the Society’s
implementation of flexible working throughout the pandemic. The Society’s commitment to supporting its
communities was also prominently recognised: a key part of the Society’s mutual ethos and itself a driver of long13

term resilience for a regional building society with savings customers concentrated across the North East of England
in which our branch network operates.
In 2021, the Society also participated in the FSCS’ inclusivity survey, scoring highly on questions relating to the
inclusivity of senior leadership, and promotion of an inclusive culture.
Despite strong staff engagement, the Society recognises that significant market competition has increased staff
turnover during 2021. The Society is committed to reducing the disruption that high levels of turnover can create
The Society’s People Excellence Department also supports the Society’s quarterly and annual appraisal processes:
structured opportunities for staff and line management to discuss performance, reward, and opportunities for
personal growth.
The Resilience pillar is most visibly supported by the Society’s strong financial results throughout 2021, including a
rebound in profitability to more than £3.0m: a more than five-fold increase on 2020’s result. Continued strong
capital and liquidity holdings further evidence that the Society’s financial resilience and strategy of putting members
first is the right one, especially in the unprecedented circumstances faced through 2020-2021.
The Society has also invested significantly in technology, training, and systems through 2021 to reduce the overall
risk of the Society to cyber-attack, and IT infrastructure outages. This includes a transformational shift to operating
within a Cloud based IT environment and access to more sophisticated Cloud based security, controls, and
monitoring tools.
Pension risk
Pension fund obligation risk is the risk that the value of the Scheme’s assets, together with any agreed employer
contributions, will be insufficient to cover the projected obligations of the Scheme over time.
The Independent Trustees of the Society’s Defined Benefit Plan are responsible for managing the scheme and
determining and implementing an appropriate investment strategy. The Trustees are supported by independent
experts, TPT Retirement Solutions, a leading provider of UK Pensions services.
The Scheme has been in a net surplus position for some years with a well hedged liability driven investment strategy
mitigating the risk of adverse scheme movements. While steps taken to de-risk the Scheme during 2021 have
significantly reduced its exposure to volatile equity assets, growth in the net pension surplus has remained strong.
The scheme was closed to future accrual on 31 March 2010.
The Society accounts for its Defined Benefit Plan under Financial Reporting Standard 102. Valuations are sensitive to
a number of key variables, including projections of mortality, inflation and long-term yield curves. For further
information, including detailed calculation of the 31 December 2021 net surplus, see Note 25 to the 2021 Annual
Report and Accounts, available on the Society’s website at www.darlington.co.uk
Economic uncertainty
Economic uncertainty is the risk that an economic downturn or prolonged uncertainty has a detrimental effect on
the Society achieving its objectives. Through the emergence of COVID-19, economic uncertainty has become the
base economic environment through much of 2020-2021. The Society’s capital holdings are designed to allow it to
weather economic stress, and through 2021, the Society has demonstrated its financial resilience to be robust and
appropriate.
For further information, see the Chief Executive’s Review to the 2021 Annual Report and Accounts, available on the
Society’s website at www.darlington.co.uk
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Climate risk
The Society is committed to operating a sustainable business that manages the impact of climate change and
supports the transition to a greener, net zero economy. The Society is investing in a cross-organisational effort to
help to reduce its carbon emissions, and to hold itself accountable for being greener and providing its members with
greener options.
For further information, see the Chief Risk Officer’s Report on the Society’s climate change approach, available on
the Society’s website at www.darlington.co.uk/news/appraoch-to-climate-change-announced
During 2021, the Society has continued to make progress in understanding and managing the risks associated with
climate change in line with regulatory expectations. These include the impacts of physical risk and transition risk,
which are widely recognised as the primary causes.
Physical Risk
The risks arising from the increasing severity and frequency of climate and weather-related events such as
flooding. This can potentially result in financial loss in respect of impaired mortgage assets as well as disruption to
the Society’s business operations.
Transition Risk
The risks arising from the process of adjustment towards a lower carbon economy. This can potentially result in
financial loss in respect of impaired assets and credit worthiness of borrowers in respect of home energy efficiency
and costs as well as the reputational implications to the Society of failing to deliver against stakeholder expectations.
The Society has performed an assessment of the impacts of climate change across its range of principal risks. It has
also performed an initial review of the physical and transition risks in the Society’s mortgage portfolio, utilising third
party data and modelling services. This analysis has not highlighted any idiosyncratic risks (when compared to
similar UK lenders), with respect to physical and transition risk, or the need for material capital holdings in respect of
specific climate-related risks. However, it is acknowledged that there is further work required to mature scenario
analysis and understanding of climate change, and to continue to re-evaluate the impacts over time.
Further information on the Society’s climate change strategy and management can be found in the Annual Report
and Accounts.
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2.5 Key performance indicators
The following key performance indicators are extracted from the 2021 Annual Report and Accounts:
Business
Performance

Financial

Members
People

Measure
Core Mortgage Growth
Core Retail Funds Growth
Growth
Cost Efficiency
Margin
Profitability
Capital
Credit
Liquidity
Customer Satisfaction
Member Engagement
Local Impact
Staff Engagement
Staff Turnover

Metric
Net lending secured by residential property
Increase in Retail Funding
Increase in Total Assets
ManEx
Cost/Income
Net Interest Margin
Profit After Tax (£'000)
ROCE (% of Prior Year Reserves)
Common Equity Tier 1 Ratio
Loans past due more than 3 months (£,000)
Liquidity % of Shares and Borrowings
Net Promoter Score
Active Customers
Community Impact Projects
Staff Survey Result (score out of 900)
Annual Staff Turnover

2021
£35m
£27m
6.7%
1.56%
78.3%
1.95%
2,507
5.33%
17.1%
2,273
17.7%
86%
49,653
28
711
28.8%

2020
£35m
£19m
5.8%
1.38%
88.2%
1.51%
636
1.61%
17.1%
1,666
17.1%
85%
50,410
16
713
11.9%

NB: Key Performance Indicators of the Group required by statute are given in the Annual Report and Accounts’
Annual Business Statement. Further analysis of the Group and Society performance is given on the following pages. A
glossary of the terms used in the table above, and throughout the Annual Report and Accounts, can be found at the
end of the document.

2.6 Evaluation
The Board recognises the importance of sound systems of internal control in the achievement of its objectives and
the safeguarding of members’ and Society assets. Internal control also facilitates the effectiveness and efficiency of
operations, helps to ensure the reliability of internal and external reporting and assists in compliance with applicable
laws and regulations.
The Society concludes that its risk management arrangements and risk management systems are adequate with
regard to the Society’s profile and strategy.
For further detail see the Risk Management Report, Strategic Report, Directors’ Report and Audit Committee Report
presented in the 2021 Annual Report and Accounts, available on the Society’s website at www.darlington.co.uk
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3. Capital
3.1 Capital forecasting and planning
The Group adopts an iterative five-year corporate planning framework which includes detailed consideration of the
Society as a standalone entity. The Corporate Plan is reviewed and approved by the Board at least annually to take
account of current and changing economic conditions and the Group’s future strategic objectives, including the
strategic objectives of the Society. The Society performs a comprehensive range of stress testing to identify the
potential impacts and risks to the business if economic conditions or business performance differ from the
assumptions within the Corporate Plan.
The Society’s Directors monitor performance against budget at monthly Board meetings. The Group and Society
complete a re-budgeting exercise when internal business decisions and/or external economic conditions lead to a
material change in the Group and Society’s ability to meet the agreed Corporate Plan.
The Corporate Plan includes detailed consideration of the Society’s available capital including assessment of
projected capital resource, capital requirement and resultant capital headroom vs. the Board’s approved risk
appetite across the five year horizon.
The Society’s ICAAP considers the viability of the Corporate Plan for the next five years under a range of severe but
plausible stresses. These are informed by regulatory benchmarks. An ICAAP like stress is modelled as part of the
Corporate Planning process to demonstrate the expected viability (or ability of the Society to return to a viable
position) in the event of a severely stressed environment impacting the Corporate Plan’s horizon.
The Board ensures that adequate capital resources are retained to support the corporate goals contained within the
plan.
The Capital Plan details the capital resources requirement (effectively, the minimum capital required) in each year
using the standardised approach for credit risk and the basic indicator approach for operational risk together with
additional capital provision determined by the Board to be appropriate to cover additional risks not covered under
the standard capital calculations.

3.2 Capital risk appetite
The Society’s ‘risk appetite’ describes the maximum amount of risk that the Society is prepared to assume.
The Society’s capital risk appetite sets out the amount and quality of capital it expects to hold at any point in time,
including across its forward planning horizon. The risk appetite is calibrated as part of the Society’s ICAAP and
Recovery Plan processes, and is therefore informed by the speed that the Society expects its capital resources may
deteriorate during a range of severe but plausible stresses.
The capital risk appetite is supported by an early warning indicator framework: a range of financial and non-financial
metrics monitored by the Society on a monthly basis that act as emerging signs of capital stress.
The Society monitors both regulatory and business indicators. Regulatory (mandatory) indicators are prescribed in
guidance issued by the European Banking Authority/Prudential Regulation Authority which are relevant to the
Society’s business model and actively used in its risk management processes. Business indicators are other
indicators which have been identified by senior management as having specific relevance and sensitivity to the
emergence of stress with regard to the Society’s Business Plan.
The Society’s capital early warning indicators are designed to maximise the chance that the Society is alerted to
oncoming stress with sufficient notice to implement and realise the benefit of any necessary ‘recovery options’.
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3.3 Capital adequacy assessment

The Society assesses whether the capital it holds is sufficient based on the risks within the Society’s financial position
(i.e. balance sheet). This exercise is completed through the methodology outlined in the Capital Requirements
Directive (CRDIV/ CRDV). The tables on the following pages outline:
•
Capital available in excess of total capital requirements;
•
Differences between accounting and regulatory scopes of consolidation and mapping of financial
statement categories with regulatory risk categories;
•
Main sources of differences between regulatory exposure amounts and carrying values in financial
statements;
•
Differences in the scopes of consolidation – entity by entity;
•
Overview of Risk Weighted Assets;
•
Total and average net amount of exposures;
•
Geographical breakdown of exposures;
•
Concentration of exposures by industry or counterparty types;
•
Maturity of exposures;
•
Credit quality of exposures by exposure classes and instruments;
•
Credit quality of exposures by industry or counterparty types;
•
Credit quality of exposures by geography;
•
Ageing of past-due exposures;
•
Non-performing and forborne exposures;
•
Changes in stock of general and specific credit risk adjustments;
•
Changes in stock of defaulted and impaired loans and debt securities;
•
Credit risk mitigation techniques – overview;
•
Standardised approach – credit risk exposure and Credit Risk Mitigation (CRM) effects;
•
Standardised approach;
•
Analysis of Counterparty Credit Risk (CCR) exposure by approach;
•
Credit Valuation Adjustment (CVA) capital charge;
•
Exposures to Central Counterparties (CCPs);
•
CCR exposures by regulatory portfolio and risk;
•
Composition of collateral for exposures to CCR;
•
Market risk under the standardised approach;
•
Derivative exposures net of posted collateral and in line with Master Netting Agreements; and
•
Asset encumbrance, assets and source of encumbrance.

3.4 Capital requirements

The Society’s capital adequacy assessment is reviewed periodically by the Prudential Regulatory Authority (PRA). In
line with all financial institutions they regulate, the PRA provides an independent assessment of the capital
requirements of the Society. This is communicated to the Society as a Total Capital Requirement.
The Society’s Total Capital Requirement is made up of three primary parts:

Part 1: Minimum capital requirements applicable to all financial institutions (Pillar 1)
Credit risk
Under the standardised approach for credit risk, the Society segments its balance sheet assets into a small number
of pre-determined regulatory categories (exposures to central governments or central banks, multilateral
development banks, institutions, corporates, retail, secured by mortgages on immovable property, and ‘other’).
Each category attracts a regulatory ‘risk weighting’ (or a range of risk weightings) reflecting the ‘generic’ risk
assumed to be inherent to the underlying assets. This is typically calibrated by reference to credit rating (liquidity
exposures), loan to value (mortgage exposures) or is ‘static’ (a 100% risk weighting for tangible fixed asset
exposures, for example).
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Balance sheet exposure multiplied by risk weightings produce risk weighted assets. Under Pillar 1, the Society holds a
minimum capital requirement for credit risk equal to 8% of its risk weighted assets.
The Society also holds capital against committed, but undrawn lending, primarily in the form of mortgage
commitments. Commitments receive risk weighting based both on the lending’s anticipated loan to value (as for on
balance sheet mortgages) but also benefit from a conversion factor, reducing the initial exposure value to 50% (lowmedium risk lending) of the commitment under the CRR.

Market risk
Market risk is not a material factor in the Society’s calculation of its capital requirements.
With no trading book, no investments in commodities, no direct investment in equities and no operations outside of
the UK, the Society’s market risk under the CRR is broadly limited to credit valuation adjustments applied to its
derivative portfolio, calculated under the CRR’s ‘standardised method’.
The Society is exposed to interest rate and basis risk through potential disparity of its underlying repricing structure
or basis risk on its assets and liabilities.
See Section 7 for further detail.
The Society’s defined benefit pension schemes do not fall under the scope of the CRR’s market risk consideration,
with any pension surplus deducted instead from Common Equity Tier 1 (reserves).

Operational risk
Under the basic indicator approach for operational risk, the Society calculates its average net income 1 over the
previous three years and provides 15% of that average net income as the minimum capital requirement for
operational risk. (The basic indicator approach produces a Pillar 1 requirement. For comparability in the table below,
this Pillar 1 requirement has been multiplied by 12.5x to provide a proxy risk weighted asset.)

Part 2: Additional capital requirements to address risks not adequately capitalised by Pillar 1 (Pillar 2A)
The Pillar 1 calculations outlined above (and detailed more rigorously in the capital tables throughout this Pillar 3
document) calculate the capital requirements for the Society under a standard, formulaic approach that does not
identify risks that are specific to Darlington Building Society.
Under Pillar 2A the Society considers any individual or idiosyncratic risks faced by the business and any additional
capital it should hold in relation to these risks.
Pillar 2A is set by the PRA and combines with Pillar 1 to produce the Society’s ‘Total Capital Requirement’. The
Society must hold sufficient capital at all times to meet its Total Capital Requirement.

Part 3: Additional buffer requirements
In addition to its Pillar 1 and Pillar 2A capital requirements, the Society is required to hold additional ‘buffer’ capital
as follows:

Capital Conservation buffer (CCB)
The capital conservation buffer (CCB) is a buffer held by all financial institutions to allow them to absorb losses
without breaching minimum capital requirements. The buffer is designed to ensure that a degree of excess capital is
built up and retained, rather than used to support additional growth or further activities, during periods of nonstress, which can be drawn down on if losses are incurred in the future. The CCB is set at 2.5% of a financial
institution’s risk weighted assets.

1

Shorthand here for net interest income plus net commission, net profit or loss on financial operations and other income.
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Countercyclical Buffer (CCyB)
The countercyclical buffer (CCyB) is a buffer that can be varied over time. The primary objective of the CCyB is to
ensure that the banking system is able to withstand stress without restricting essential services, such as the supply of
credit, to the real economy. In times of stress, the buffer may be lowered to reduce capital requirements across the
financial sector, ‘freeing up’ capital to support continued lending. In times of plenty, the buffer may be increased, to
promote the build-up and retention of capital. The Society has no material relevant exposures outside of the UK and
consequently is subject to the UK’s published countercyclical buffer, currently set at 0%. This will increase to 1.0% on
13 December 2022, and is expected to increase to 2.0% by the end of June 2023.

PRA Buffer
The Society’s regulator may set additional buffer capital requirements at their discretion.
The CCB, CCyB and PRA Buffers combine with the Society’s Total Capital Requirement to produce the Society’s
Overall Capital Requirement. Unlike Pillar 2A capital requirements, buffer capital is designed to be available for use
during times of stress. At 31 December 2021, the Society held significant capital headroom above its Overall Capital
Requirement, despite the severely stressed current economic conditions.
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3.5 Capital reporting
Available capital resource
At 31 December 2021 the Society held total capital resources of £46.1m.
This is made up predominantly of Common Equity Tier 1 (CET 1) capital in the form of General Reserves (the
accumulated profits of the Society), net of regulatory adjustments.
Sundry Tier 2 capital comprises the collective provision for impairment in relation to bad and doubtful debts, added
back to total capital for regulatory purposes as the provision meets the definition of ‘general credit adjustments’
(broadly provisions considered to be freely available to meet losses as they materialise).
Table 1 Components of Common Equity Tier 1, Tier 1 capital and Tier 2 capital as at 31st December 2021.
£'000
Common Equity Tier 1 (CET 1)
General reserve
Regulatory adjustments:
Pension scheme asset adjustment
Intangible assets
Total CET1 and Tier 1 capital
Tier 2 Capital
Collective provisions for impairment
Total available capital
Note: total risk weighted assets
CET 1%
Total capital %

At 31 December 2021
49,633
(3,103)
(1,081)
45,449

667
46,116
266,314
17.1%
17.3%

The Society does not adjust regulatory capital in respect of prudent value adjustments / additional value
adjustments in accordance with Article 34 of CRR because they are trivial in size.
The pension scheme asset adjustment is quoted net of any associated deferred tax liability.
The Society has no additional Tier 1 capital instruments, hence CET 1 and Tier 1 capital amounts are the same.
Table 2 – Capital available in excess of total and overall capital requirements.
£'000
Total available capital
Total Capital Requirement (TCR)
Excess capital over TCR
Other regulatory buffer requirements
Overall Capital Requirement (OCR)
Excess capital over TCR and CRDIV buffers

At 31 December 2021
46,116
29,068
17,048
8,123
37,191
8,925

The Society holds significant excess capital vs. its total capital requirement. This surplus capital supports the Society’s
long-term growth aspirations as mortgage growth consumes capital in its early years before the mortgages generate
sufficient net interest margin to cover their capital cost. It also accommodates incoming capital buffer changes
communicated by the PRA, notably the UK CCyB which will increase from 0% of risk weighted assets to 1% of risk
weighted assets on 13 December 2022 and is expected to increase to 2.0% by the end of June 2023.
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Capital flows
The table below outlines the flow of regulatory capital and movements in deductions to regulatory capital
throughout 2021.
Table 3 – 2021 Regulatory Capital Flows.
£'000
Common Equity Tier 1 (CET 1)
General reserve 1 Jan 2021
Regulatory adjustments:
Pension scheme asset adjustment
Intangible assets
Total CET 1 and Tier 1 capital 1 Jan 2021
Movements in relation to 2021:
Total comprehensive income 2021
(Increase)/ decrease in pension scheme asset adjustment
(Increase)/ decrease in intangible assets
Total CET 1 and Tier 1 capital 31 Dec 2021
Tier 2 Capital
Collective provisions for impairment 1 Jan 2021
Total Tier 2 Capital 1 Jan 2021
Movements in relation to 2021:
Collective provision for impairment charge in the year
Total Tier 2 capital 31 Dec 2021
Total available capital

At 31 December 2021
46,548
(2,382)
(528)
43,638
3,085
(721)
(553)
45,449
579
579
88
667
46,116

CET 1 has increased since the previous year, driven by the following key movements: The year’s profitable result,
despite ongoing challenging economic conditions, contributed strongly to the Society’s CET 1 in 2021. Improvements
in the value of the Society’s pension scheme are included in other comprehensive income, and are subsequently
deducted from CET 1. Pension improvements were driven by the Society’s liability driven growth strategy and well
hedged exposures. Investments made in intangible assets during 2021 that were not available for use at 31
December 2021 are also deducted from CET 1.
A small increase in the Society’s collective provision, which reduces the year’s profit (and is reflected in the total
comprehensive income 2021 line), is ‘added back’ as Tier 2 capital as the cost of the provision is not attributable to
any specific assets and is considered to be freely available to meet losses as they fall due. For further detail on the
Society’s 2021 provisioning see the 2021 Annual Report and Accounts available at www.darlington.co.uk

Leverage Ratio
The Leverage Ratio is a measure of capital adequacy, representing the Society’s Tier 1 capital as a proportion of total
relevant non-risk weighted assets.
The PRA published its final rules on the exclusion of claims on central banks from the UK leverage ratio framework
and the recalibration of the minimum leverage ratio from 3% to 3.25% of tier 1 capital in 2019.
At 31 December 2021 the Society’s leverage ratio (excluding claims on central banks) was 5.9%, significantly above
the minimum requirement. There is no difference between the Society’s point in time or end point leverage ratio as
none of the leverage ratio transitional provisions apply to the Society’s position.
As the Society is a ‘standardised approach’ firm, it does not expect to be constrained by the leverage ratio.
Standardised approach firms apply the CRR’s ‘standard’ risk weightings to their exposures whereas ‘internal ratings
basis’ firms apply a range of institution specific weightings: typically much lower than the standardised weighting.
This can increase the key capital ratios of an internal ratings basis firm when compared to a standardised approach
firm as similar asset bases can drive very different risk weighted asset totals. The leverage ratio does not consider
risk weighted assets, with its denominator primarily driven by total assets, producing a more comparable measure of
capital strength across financial institutions.
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Table 4: Leverage ratio.
£'000
Tier 1 capital
Total leverage adjusted Balance Sheet
Weighted mortgage commitments
Derivative risk
Total leverage exposures
Leverage ratio %

At 31 December 2021
45,449
751,097
10,714
4,060
765,871
5.9%

Movement in the Society’s leverage ratio is driven by balance sheet growth: with increased mortgage and liquidity
assets slightly outpacing growth in Tier 1 capital, reducing the Society’s leverage ratio year-on-year.

Additional Pillar 3 capital disclosures
Table 5: Differences between accounting and regulatory scopes of consolidation and mapping of financial statement
categories with regulatory risk categories.

£'000
Assets
Cash and balances at central banks
Loans and advances to credit
institutions
Debt securities
Loans and advances to customers
Derivative financial instruments
Available-for-sale financial
investments
Investments in subsidiaries
Other assets
Total assets
Liabilities
Shares
Amounts owed to credit institutions
Amounts owed to other customers
Derivative financial instruments
Other liabilities
Reserves
Total liabilities

Carrying values
as reported in
published
Society
financial
statements

Carrying values
under scope of
regulatory
consolidation

Subject to the
credit risk
framework

Carrying values of items
Subject to
Subject to
Subject to
the CCR
the
the
framework securitisation
market
risk
risk
framework framework

104,107
9,509

104,107
9,509

104,107
9,509

-

-

-

-

7,006
615,648
3,027
-

7,006
616,315
3,027
-

7,006
616,315
-

3,027
-

-

3,027
-

-

7,695
7,274
754,266

7,695
7,274
754,933

7,695
3,090
747,722

3,027

-

3,027

-

607,010
78,590
15,230
390
3,413
49,633
754,266

607,010
78,590
15,230
390
3,413
50,300
754,933

-

-

-

-

607,010
78,590
15,230
390
3,413
50,300
754,933

Not subject to
capital
requirements or
subject to
deduction to
capital

There is little difference between the accounting carrying value of the Society’s assets, and the value of the assets
within the scope of regulatory consolidation and its credit risk framework. Differences are limited to:
1) Collective provisions are added back to both loans and advances to customers, and to reserves as the
provisions are freely available to meet losses as they arise and considered ‘general’ under the Capital
Requirements Regulation.
2) The value of derivative financial instruments. As the Society’s interest rate swaps are cash collateralised,
(or out of the money and ‘paid for’ via cash collateral pledged to third parties), the carrying value of the
derivatives for regulatory purposes is reduced. The uncollateralised part of derivative financial instrument
assets falls under both the counterparty credit risk and market risk parts of the CRR, to reflect the credit
risk and potential future exposure risk inherent to these instruments.
3) The value of the Society’s investment in Darlington Homes Limited (and other dormant subsidiaries). For
accounting purposes, the investment is held at historic cost less accumulated impairment. For regulatory
purposes, the investment is held at its value under the equity method of consolidation (broadly historic
cost less accumulated impairment plus the Society’s share of the profits). This includes both investment in
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share capital, and £5.1m of subsidiary loans that are reflected in the Society’s regulatory returns as
unsecured loans to corporate entities.
4) Where the Society has deducted pension assets and intangible assets from its CET 1, it is not required to
risk weight the deducted balances under the credit risk framework (as this would double count the risk).
This difference presents itself in ‘other assets’.
Under the CRR the Society must also reflect risks arising from certain off-balance sheet exposures: most
significantly commitments made by the Society to lend to mortgage borrowers that have not yet drawn down on
this commitment at 31 December 2021.
Table 6: Main sources of differences between regulatory exposure amounts and carrying values in financial
statements.
Total
£'000
Assets carrying value amount under the scope of regulatory consolidation (as
per template EU LI1)
Liabilities carrying value amount under the regulatory scope of consolidation
(as per template EU LI1)
Total net amount under the regulatory scope of consolidation
Off-balance-sheet amounts and potential future exposure for counterparty
risk
Differences due to amounts not subject to regulatory capital requirements
Exposure amounts considered for regulatory purposes

754,933

Credit risk
framework
747,722

754,933

Items subject to
CCR framework
3,027

Market risk
framework
3,027

-

-

-

57,632

747,722
53,572

3,027
4,060

3,027
4,060

812,565

801,294

7,087

7,087

Derivative exposure values under the CCR and Market Risk frameworks are calculated against gross derivative assets,
and potential future positions that do not align with the balance sheet accounting value for netted derivative
contractual positions.
Table 7: Differences in the scopes of consolidation – entity by entity.
Name of the entity

Method of accounting
consolidation

Method of regulatory
consolidation

Description of the entity

Darlington Building Society
Darlington Homes Limited
Dormant subsidiaries

Fully consolidated
Fully consolidated
Fully consolidated

Full consolidation
Equity method
Equity method

Credit institution
Property development and sales company
Dormant subsidiary

Table 8: Overview of Risk Weighted Assets.
RWAs
£'000
Credit risk (excluding CCR)
Of which the standardised approach
Market risk
Of which under the mark to market risk approach
Operational risk
Of which basic indicator approach
Total

31 Dec 2021
242,542
242,542
1,492
1,492
22,280
22,280
266,314

31 Dec 2020
234,857
234,857
374
374
20,023
20,023
255,255

Minimum capital
requirements
31 Dec 2021
18,789
18,789
30
30
1,602
1,602
20,420

‘Minimum Capital Requirements’ here and in all tables where the term is used, represents the Pillar 1 capital charge
at 8% of RWAs.
The Society’s risk weighted assets are dominated by those derived under the standardised approach to calculating
credit risk: reflecting the risk inherent to assets held by the Society (including both on-balance sheet items (liquidity,
mortgages, other assets)), and off-balance sheet commitments to lend mortgages in the future.
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Under the standardised approach for credit risk, the Society applies a risk weighted asset to each of its exposure
classes as set out in the PRA handbook BIPRU Section 3 and provides 8% of that risk weighted asset value as the
minimum capital requirement for credit risk.
Under the basic indicator approach for operational risk, the Society calculates its average total income over the
previous three years and provides 15% of that average total income as the minimum capital requirement for
operation risk.
Table 9: Total and average net amount of exposures.
£'000

Net value of exposures at
the end of the period
104,030
7,005
14,846
5,190
9,557
657,872
2,357
11,708
812,565
812,565

Central governments or central banks
Multilateral development banks
Institutions
Corporates
Retail
Secured by mortgages on immovable property
Exposures in default
Other exposures
Total standardised approach
Total

Average net exposures
over the period
75,303
8,547
18,559
5,673
8,682
641,548
2,178
6,947
767,115
767,115

Note, other exposures above includes off balance sheet exposures for derivative risk subject to the CCR and Market risk
frameworks totalling £4,060,000.

The Society’s increased exposures under the standardised approach to credit risk are primarily driven by strong net
mortgage lending achieved through 2021, and higher than usual liquidity balances following the Society’s
participation in the Bank of England’s Term Funding Scheme.
Note: the Society’s corporate and retail lending reflect parts of mortgages secured against immovable property that
are considered to be ‘unsecured’ by the Capital Requirements Regulation (the part of any exposure above 80% loan
to value for residential mortgages).
Table 10: Geographical Breakdown of Net Exposures.
£'000
Central governments or central banks
Multilateral development banks
Institutions
Corporates
Retail
Secured by mortgages on immovable
property
Exposures in default
Other exposures
Total standardised approach
Total

Europe
104,030
7,005
14,778
5,190
9,557
657,872

Of which United
Kingdom
104,030
14,778
5,190
9,557
657,872

2,357
11,708
812,497
812,497

2,357
11,708
805,492
805,492

North
America
68
-

Of which
USA
68
-

68
68

68
68

Total
104,030
7,005
14,846
5,190
9,557
657,872
2,357
11,708
812,565
812,565

The Group’s primary activity is mortgage lending exclusively within the UK. The Annual Report and Accounts include
a breakdown of the geographical mortgage loan exposures within the UK. The Group’s ICAAP includes an assessment
of the geographic concentration risk within the UK and the Society holds additional capital where required in relation
to this risk.
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Wholesale and
Retail Trade

Accommodation
and Food Service
Activities

Real Estate
Activities

Professional
Scientific and
Technical
Activities

Arts,
Entertainment
and Recreation

Other Services

Fully secured on
residential
property

Other

Total

Central Governments or Central Banks
Multilateral Development Banks
Institutions
Corporates
Retail
Secured by mortgages on immovable property
Exposures in default
Other exposures
Total standardised approach
Total

Agriculture,
Forestry and
Fishing

£’ 000

Table 11: Concentration of Exposures by Industry or Counterparty Types.

150
150
150

236
236
236

13
1,740
1,753
1,753

5,149
2,169
7,318
7,318

201
201
201

203
203
203

28
1,391
1,419
1,419

9,557
651,783
2,357
663,697
663,697

104,030
7,005
14,846
11,708
137,589
137,589

104,030
7,005
14,846
5,190
9,557
657,872
2,357
11,708
812,565
812,565

The Society’s most concentrated exposures are to mortgages fully secured against residential and commercial property. Corporate exposures include a £5.1m intercompany
loan between the Society and Darlington Homes Limited. Commercial mortgage exposures are allocated to columns based on the principal activity of the borrowing entity.
Table 12: Maturity of Exposures.
£'000
Central Governments or Central Banks
Multilateral Development Banks
Institutions
Corporates
Retail
Secured by mortgages on immovable property
Exposures in default
Other exposures
Total standardised approach
Total

On Demand
104,030
11,846
115,876
115,876

< = 1 Year
7,005
227
2,653
9,885
9,885

Net Exposure Value
> 1 Year < = 5 Years
2,773
5,100
24,051
31,924
31,924

> 5 Years
90
9,557
631,168
2,357
643,172
643,172

No Stated Maturity
11,708
11,708
11,708

Total
104,030
7,005
14,846
5,190
9,557
657,872
2,357
11,708
812,565
812,565

The table above presents the contractual maturity date of 31 December 2021 balances as a whole and does not reflect interest expected to accumulate on balances
between 31 December 2021 and the ultimate date of maturity.
When the amount is repaid in instalments, the exposure has been allocated in the maturity bucket corresponding to the last instalment. This is in accordance with the Final
Report on the Guidelines On Disclosure Requirements Under Part Eight Of Regulation (EU) No 575/2013.
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Table 13: Credit Quality of Exposures by Exposure Classes and Instruments.
Defaulted exposures

£'000

Gross carrying value of
Non-defaulted exposures

Specific credit
risk adjustment

104,030
7,005
14,846
5,276
9,557
658,089
2,366
11,708
812,877
812,877
675,228
7,006
4,060

86
217
9
312
312
312
-

Central governments or central banks
Multilateral development banks
Institutions
Corporates
Retail
Secured by mortgages on immovable property
Exposures in default
Other exposures
Total standardised approach
Total
Of which: Loans
Of which: Debt securities
Of which: Off balance-sheet exposures

Credit risk
adjustment
charges of the
period
(96)
(5)
(2)
(103)
(103)
(103)
-

Net values

104,030
7,005
14,846
5,190
9,557
657,872
2,357
12,019
812,565
812,565
674,976
7,006
4,060

The table above considers the Society’s assessment of the credit quality of its non-defaulted exposures and the associated specific provisions attributable to each category
of exposure. Collective provisions of £667,000 are not reflected in the table above (or in tables 14 and 15 below) as by their nature collective provisions are not attributable
to individual exposures and are considered to be freely available to cover losses as they materialise regardless of the ultimate source of loss. Practically, collective
provisions should be read as attributable to the Society’s mortgage book.
Table 14: Credit Quality of certain Exposures by Industry or Counterparty Types (excluding defaulted and other exposures types).
£'000
Agriculture, forestry and fishing
Wholesale and retail trade
Accommodation and food service
activities
Real estate activities
Professional, scientific and technical
activities
Arts, entertainment and recreation
Other services
Fully secured on residential property
Central banks and credit institutions
Total

Defaulted exposures

Gross carrying value of
Non-defaulted
exposures
150
236
1,766

Specific credit risk
adjustment

Credit risk adjustment
charges of the period

Net values

13

(98)
-

150
236
1,753

7,367
201

49
-

-

7,318
201

203
1,443
661,557
125,881
798,803

24
217

(5)

303

(103)

203
1,419
661,340
125,881
798,500
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The Society does not consider credit risk to be unduly concentrated against any particular industry. Provisions held against commercial mortgages as a whole are
disproportionately larger than provisions held against residential mortgages. The Society has not been an active lender in the commercial mortgage market for several
years, with the commercial book in wind-down.
Table 15: Credit Quality of Exposures by Geography.
£'000

Defaulted exposures

Europe
Of which United Kingdom
North America
Of which USA
Total

2,366
2,366
2,366

Gross carrying value of
Non-defaulted
exposures
810,443
803,438
68
68
810,511

Specific credit risk
adjustment

Credit risk adjustment
charges of the period

Net values

312
312
312

(103)
(103)
(103)

812,497
805,492
68
68
812,565

The Society’s credit exposures relevant for the calculation of the countercyclical capital buffer (CCyB) are all in the UK (or attract a 0% risk weighting where not in the UK)
and as such the ‘institutions specific CCyB’ is 0%, consistent with the UK CCyB.
Table 16: Non-Performing and Forborne Exposures.
Gross carrying values of performing and non-performing exposures

£'000

Of which
performing
but past due
> 30 days and
<= 90 days
2,595
-

Of which
performing
forborne

Of which non-performing
Of which
defaulted

Of which
impaired

Of which
forborne

Debt securities
7,006
Loans and advances
675,288
2,379
3,782
2,366
Off-balance-sheet
4,060
exposures
* Collective provisions (general credit risk adjustments) are not reflected in the table above.

2,441
-

1,160
-

Accumulated impairment and provisions and negative
fair value adjustments due to credit risk*
On non-performing
On performing exposures
exposures
Of which
forborne
303
-

1
-

Of which
forborne
9
-

7
-

Collaterals and financial
guarantees received
On nonperforming
exposures

Of which
forborne
exposures

-

-

Table 17: Changes in Stock of Specific Credit Risk Adjustments.
£'000
Opening Balance
Increases due to amounts set aside for estimated loan losses during the period
Closing balance

Accumulated specific credit
risk adjustment
415
(103)
312

Accumulated general risk
adjustment
579
88
667

Table 18: Changes in Stock of Defaulted and Impaired Debt Securities.
None of the Society’s debt securities are considered to have defaulted, or to be impaired at either 31 December 2020 or 31 December 2021.
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Table 19: Credit Risk Mitigation Techniques – Overview.
£'000

Exposures unsecured Carrying amount
14,763
7,006
21,769

Total loans
Total debt securities
Total exposures

Exposures secured Carrying amount
660,213
660,213

Exposures secured by
collateral
660,213
660,213

Exposures secured by
financial guarantees
-

Exposures secured by
credit derivatives
-

The Society’s only eligible credit risk mitigation for the purposes of the Capital Requirements Regulation is the holding of first legal charge over mortgaged property.
Table 20: Standardised Approach – Credit Risk Exposure and Credit Risk Mitigation (CRM) Effects.
Exposure classes £'000

Central governments or central banks
Multilateral development banks
Institutions
Corporates
Retail
Secured by mortgages on immovable
property
Exposures in default
Other items
Total

Exposures before CCF and CRM
On-balance-sheet
Off-balanceamount
sheet amount
104,030
7,005
14,846
5,190
1,563
7,994
612,294
45,578
2,357
11,708
758,993

53,572

Exposures post CCF and CRM
On-balance-sheet
Off-balance-sheet
amount
amount
104,030
7,005
14,846
5,190
1,563
1,599
612,294
9,116
2,357
11,708
758,993

RWAs and RWA density
RWA density
RWA exposure (at
8%)
0%
0%
4,186
28%
335
100%
5,190
415
2,371
75%
190
222,366
36%
17,789
RWAs

10,714

2,357
6,072
242,542

100%
52%
32%

189
486
19,403

Commitments for mortgage lending (off balance sheet retail and secured by mortgages on immovable property exposures) are subject to a conversion factor of 20% under
the Capital Requirements Regulation. This reflects the medium/low risk nature of undrawn mortgage commitments.
Table 21: Standardised Approach conversion from exposure value to risk weighted assets.
Exposure classes £'000
Central governments or central
banks
Multilateral development banks
Institutions
Corporates
Retail
Secured by mortgages on
immovable property
Exposures in default
Other items
Total

0%
104,030

20%
-

35%
-

Risk weight
50%
-

75%
-

100%
-

150%
-

Total
104,030

Of which
unrated
-

7,005
-

10,789
-

651,077

4,057
-

-

-

6,794

-

7,005
14,846
5,190
9,557
657,872

5,190
9,557
657,872

9,557
-

111,035

10,789

651,077

4,057

9,557

2,357
9,112
23,765

2,596
2,596

2,357
11,708
812,565

2,357
11,708
686,684

5,190
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Note, commitments for mortgage lending included in the retail 75% risk weighting and secured by mortgages on immovable property 35% risk weighting categories above
are presented gross of their 20% conversion factor for consistency with earlier tables. The above table therefore reflects the contractual exposure value. Other items are
generally presented under the 100% risk weighting reflecting the most common risk weighting applicable under the standardised approach. In pratice, the Society’s other
items includes assets that do not map to any singular category above, including residual pension assets whose risk weighting is calculated as the blended risk weighting
applicable to its underlying assets. Investments in subsidiary share capital attract a 150% risk weighting as investments in private equity.
Risk weightings for institutions and multilaterals reflect the credit rating of the counterparty at 31 December 2021. The Society considers credit ratings provided by Moody’s
and Fitch (i.e. Moody’s and Fitch act as the Society’s external credit assessment institutions (ECAI) for the purposes of the Capital Requirements Regulation).
Table 22: Analysis of CCR Exposure by Approach and CVA charge.
The Society’s derivative assets at 31 December 2021 are small at £3,027,000. The Society’s practice to cash collateralise derivative assets and liabilities significantly
mitigates the credit and counterparty credit risk requirements of the capital requirements regulation. Cash collateral is an eligible credit risk mitigation technique under the
Capital Requirements Regulation.
£'000
Based on the original exposure method
Total subject to the CVA capital charge

Exposure value
4,060
4,060

RWAs
1,492
1,492

The Society is not required to centrally clear its derivative transactions and all of its derivative transactions and consequent exposures are with and to non-qualifying central
counterparties.
Table 23: CCR Exposure by Regulatory Portfolio and Risk.
Exposure classes £'000
Institutions
Total

20%
3
3

Risk weight
50%
4,057
4,057

Total
4,060
4,060

Of which
unrated
-

Risk weightings for financial counterparties reflect the credit rating of the counterparty at 31 December 2021. The Society considers credit ratings provided by Moody’s and
Fitch (i.e. Moody’s and Fitch act as the Society’s external credit assessment institutions (ECAI) for the purposes of the Capital Requirements Regulation).
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Table 24: Composition of Collateral for Exposures to CCR.
Collateral used in derivative transactions
Fair value of posted collateral
Segregated
Unsegregated
-

£'000
Cash - GBP
Total

At 31 December 2021, the Society’s net derivative positions with external counterparties are all asset positions (i.e. the derivatives are ‘in the money’ from the Society’s
perspective). As such, the Society has not been required to post cash collateral to its counterparties and has received cash collateral in turn.
Table 25: Market Risk under the Standardised Approach.
£'000

RWAs

Capital
requirements

Outright products
Interest rate risk (general and specific)
Total

1,492
1,492
1,492

119
119
119

Table 26: Gross positive fair value of contracts, netting benefits, netted current credit exposure, collateral held and net derivatives credit exposure.
£’000

Financial assets
Interest rate swaps
Financial liabilities
Interest rate swaps

Fair value
presented in
the Society's
Balance Sheet

Collateral received not
subject to offset for the
purpose of financial
reporting disclosure

Net
collateralised
position

Net position under
Master Netting
Agreements not subject
to offset for the
purposes of financial
reporting disclosures

3,027

(1,200)

1,827

2,637

390

-

390

-
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Table 27: Asset encumbrance - COREP Template F32.01, assets of the reporting institution.
£’000
Assets of the reporting institution
Equity instruments
Debt securities
of which: issued by financial corporations
of which: issued by non-financial corporations
Other assets

Carrying amount of encumbered
assets
82,289
82,289

Fair value of encumbered
assets

-

Carrying amount of
unencumbered assets
618,388
8,300
8,300
610,088

Fair value of unencumbered
assets

8,300
8,300
-

Figures above reflect the median values of the Society’s previous four quarterly end of period positions.
Table 28: Sources of encumbrance - COREP Template F32.04.
£’000
Carrying amount of selected financial liabilities

Matching liabilities, contingent
liabilities or securities lent
41,183

Assets, collateral received and own
debt securities issued other than
covered bonds and ABSs encumbered
82,414

Figures above reflect the median values of the Society’s previous four quarterly end of period positions.
An asset is encumbered when it is pledged, or is subject to any form of agreement to secure or collateralise a transaction from which it cannot be freely withdrawn. The
Society's asset encumbrance typically arises from cash pledged as collateral against derivative transactions and from other assets pledged as collateral to facilitate the
Society's participation in the Bank of England's Sterling Monetary Framework.
Secured funding provides the Society with a diversified funding capability. Participation in the Bank of England’s TFSME operations prior to the Scheme’s closure in October
2021 has increased the Society’s holding of secured funding, but does not make up a significant portion of the Society's total funding.
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4. Credit Risk - Mortgages
A residual maturity analysis of Loans and Advances to Customers is provided in Note 11 of the Annual Report and
Accounts 2021 which assumes that the loans and advances run for their full, contractual term.

5. Provisions
Provisions for Bad and Doubtful Debts
Provisions are made to reduce the value of ‘loans and advances to customers’ to the amount which the Directors
consider to be recoverable on an incurred loss basis.
Throughout the year and at the year end, individual assessments are made of loans and advances that fall into one
of the following categories:




They are in possession;
they are in arrears by three months or more; or
Other qualitative factors for commercial loans.

Within each category above, specific provisions are made against those loans and advances which, in the opinion of
the Directors, are impaired.
The market value of securities held at the balance sheet date is estimated by indexation of the latest known property
valuation. In considering the property’s valuation and any required specific provision, account is taken of any legal,
estate agent and other disposal costs that would be required to achieve a sale. The Directors recognise that not all
loans and advances in arrears will result in possession and apply a probability of default to reflect this when
calculating the specific provision for accounts which they believe are impaired.

Collective Provision
A further, collective provision is made against those loans and advances which have not been specifically identified
under one of the criteria above as being impaired but demonstrate objective evidence to suggest a financial asset or
group of financial assets has an increased likelihood of becoming separately impaired. The Group measures the
amount of impairment loss by applying loss factors based on third party probability of default data, loss emergence
periods, the effect of movements in house prices and any adjustment for the expected forced sales value.
When a borrower tells the Society that they are having financial problems, the Society works with them using a
variety of forbearance measures as described in Note 24 to the Annual Report and Accounts. Forbearance is included
in the loan loss provision similar to other debt, whereby debt which is more than three months in arrears is treated
as individually impaired. Debt which is less than three months is included in the calculation of the collective
impairment provision.
Loans and advances to customers in the Balance Sheet are shown net of provisions. The charge or credit in the
Income and Expenditure Account represents losses written off during the year (net of recoveries), together with the
movement in provisions.
Full details of the movement on provisions for bad and doubtful debts are provided in Note 12 to the Annual Report
and Accounts 2021. For capital adequacy purposes, collective provisions are regarded as Tier 2 capital. Specific
provisions have been utilised to adjust downwards the net exposure value of residential risk weighted assets for the
purposes of capital adequacy calculations.

Post Model Adjustment
The Group has incorporated a post model adjustment of £0.4m into the 2021 loan loss provisions amount (2020,
£0.3m). This adjustment forms part of the residential and commercial collective provisions, and captures risks that
would not otherwise be captured by the core loan loss model. A post model adjustment was first introduced in 2020,
to capture risks arising from both Brexit and the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic, including the potential impact of the
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actions taken by the UK government which stimulated activity in the housing market and have delayed a widely
expected increase in levels of arrears and forbearance following any future growth in unemployment.
The adjustment considers two key areas: the impact of lower house prices, and higher levels of default. In
considering house price fluctuations, the adjustment looks at regional variations in house price growth during 2021
with an adjustment made to remove indexation based valuation increases that are not considered to be sustainable
in the event of default.
The assessment of levels of default focusses on the Society's exposure to borrowers employed in sectors that have
not yet demonstrated full recovery from the impact of Covid-19. An adjustment is made to reflect the potential
impact on loan loss if the Society were to see an increase in levels of default across these borrowers consistent with
the current collective assessments, for example where a member has a history of arrears.
Uncertainty surrounding the impact of the Omicron Covid-19 variant is reflected through an adjustment to the
probability of default applied to all borrowers, and does not form a material part of the Society's post model
adjustment.

6. Credit Risk - Treasury
The purpose of the Liquidity credit risk appetite, as outlined in the Financial Risk Management Policy (FRMP), is to
ensure that the Society balances the return achieved on assets against the risk of loss in respect of counterparty
default within limits set out in that document for both the amount invested and the counterparty credit rating.
Investments in banks and building societies are held purely for liquidity management purposes. The Society
maintains a small number of approved Treasury counterparties, with credit risk monitored by the Treasury
Department via publicly available external credit agency information from Fitch IBCA. Treasury deposits may also be
made with unrated building societies.
Policy limits and counterparties are reviewed by ALCO, with formal approval of these being made at Board. The
Society receives counterparty rating amendments from its Treasury advisors and limits may be suspended if credit
ratings are downgraded. In these circumstances ALCO will decide if present exposures held with the counterparty
are to be realised or held to maturity. These decisions are reported to the Board.
The Society deems that it is not exposed to wrong way risk, the risk that exposures to a counterparty are negatively
correlated to the creditworthiness of that counterparty, as a result of any of its activities.
The Society does not hold an external credit rating and as such does not consider the impact of downgrade events.
Note 24 of the Annual Report and Accounts shows the breakdown of liquid assets by maturity and credit quality as at
31 December 2021, categorised into Credit Quality Steps as defined by the European Banking Authority (EBA) for the
purposes of capital reporting .
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7. Market Risk
7.1 Background
When market interest rates change, the Society’s response will not impact its assets and liabilities at the same time.
The Society can only re-price its fixed rate mortgage assets to reflect movements in market rates at the end of their
fixed term (and can similarly re-price fixed rate bonds and fixed rate ISAs only at their product maturities). By
contrast, administered rate funding and administered rate mortgages can be re-priced at the Society’s discretion,
where supported by the wider market. This introduces a timing mismatch between the re-pricing date, and amount,
of certain assets and liabilities, which can lead to short term volatility in the income statement (basis risk) and
mismatches in the underlying value of the Society’s assets and liabilities (fair value risk or gap risk).
The Society makes use of interest rate swaps to manage its interest rate risk.
As a building society, the Society is not permitted to trade in financial instruments. The Society therefore holds
interest rate swaps for risk mitigation purposes only.

7.2 Basis risk
This is the risk that the interest receivable or payable on the Society’s assets and liabilities are linked to differing
underlying re-pricing structures or bases of interest rate. The main activities undertaken by the Society that give rise
to basis risk are as follows:
 Management of the investment of capital and other non-interest bearing liabilities;
 Management of fixed rate exposures including;
o Fixed rate mortgages;
o Fixed rate investments through Treasury operations;
o Fixed rate retail savings products offered to members; and
o Fixed rate wholesale funding taken through Treasury operations.
 Management of tracker mortgages and other lending and tracker retail investments offered to members
(against Bank of England Base Rate);
 Purchase of financial instruments linked to basis metrics such as Sterling Overnight Index Average (SONIA)
and Bank Base rate as part of Treasury operations; and
 Management of administered mortgages and other lending and administered retail investments offered to
Members, where the Society sets the interest rate receivable and payable.
Basis risk is managed on a continuous basis within limits set by Board and monitored by ALCO, using a combination
of on and off balance sheet instruments, specifically interest rate swaps (hedging) or matched products (natural
hedging). Hedging action (natural or through interest rate swaps) is taken as appropriate to maintain the Society’s
compliance with its Board approved basis risk sensitivity limits.
ALCO performs sensitivity analysis on a monthly basis to assess the interest rate risk faced by the Group over a 12
month period, if no management actions were undertaken. A range of risks measured by ALCO are shown in the
table below:
Table 29: Basis risk sensitivity.
Society
Possible Scenarios
Increase in Bank Base Rate by 0.25%
Decrease in Bank Base Rate by 0.25%
Severe but Plausible Scenarios
Increase in Bank Base Rate by 2.0%
Decrease in Bank Base Rate to Zero

12 Month Impact
(£’000)

Comment

55
(173)

Improvement in profit before tax.
Reduction in profit before tax.

1,650
(106)

Improvement in profit before tax.
Reduction in profit before tax.
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7.3 Fair value ‘gap’ risk

This is the risk that the value of the Society’s assets and liabilities will change asymmetrically when market interest
rates change. While the Society, as a building society, is not permitted to trade in financial instruments, the relative
value of its assets and liabilities during interest rate driven fair value stresses remains an important metric of
financial resilience. The drivers of fair value risk are aligned with the basis risk drivers above. Changes to the
underlying credit risk of an asset the Society has invested in (or to the Society’s liabilities when its own credit risk
changes) can also drive changes in fair value.
Fair value gap risk is managed on a continuous basis within limits set by Board and monitored by ALCO, using a
combination of on and off-balance sheet instruments, specifically interest rate swaps (hedging) or matched products
(natural hedging).
Hedging action is taken as appropriate to maintain the Society’s compliance with its Board approved interest rate
risk sensitivity limits.

7.4 Prepayment

When assessing interest rate risk exposures relating to fixed-rate assets and liabilities the Society also needs to
assess the likely rate of prepayment (early repayment/ ‘over-payment’ of assets compared to their contractual
repayment schedule).
ALCO periodically reviews and approves the Society’s prepayment assumptions, which are also reflected in the
Society’s hedging activities. Prepayment assumptions blend historical analysis with expert judgement around the
potential change in future borrower behaviour driven by the Society’s view towards future interest rates, and
changes in its administered rates.
The Society’s pre-payable mortgage assets typically include early redemption charges, compensating the Society for
earlier than expected repayment. This mitigates the risk that the Society underestimates the prepayment of assets.
The risk of overestimated prepayment is mitigated by the additional interest income that the additional holdings of
assets brings.

7.5 Derivatives (interest rate swaps)

The Society takes out derivative contracts (interest rate swaps) to actively mitigate its interest rate risk. The Society
uses derivatives in accordance with the Building Societies Act 1986. This means that such instruments are not used in
trading activity or for speculative purposes and, accordingly, they are used exclusively to reduce the risk of loss
arising from changes in interest rates.
The Society’s interest rate swaps are agreed under industry standard International Swap and Derivatives Association
(ISDA) Master Agreements, and the Society and its swap counterparties agree to mitigate credit risk arising from
derivative exposures by cash collateralising the market value of derivatives (the Society pledges cash to its
counterparties where its derivative exposures are ‘out of the money’ and receives cash from its counterparties
where its derivative exposures are ‘in the money’).
This significantly reduces the credit risk associated with derivative exposures, and reduces the Society’s derivative
collateral requirements accordingly.
The Society does not hold an external credit rating. Cash collateralisation of its exposures to and with counterparties
(including both initial and variation margin collateral) means there would be no expected impact to the cash
collateral postings required at 31 December 2021 in the event of a perceived decrease in the Society’s credit
worthiness.

7.6 Other market risk

The Group has no direct exposure to other forms of market risk. Historically, the Group has indirect exposure to
equity risk as a result of investments in equity assets in its defined benefit pension scheme. De-risking exercises
during 2021 limited the Group’s indirect exposure, however the Group may adjust its investment strategy from time
to time in line with the Scheme’s funded status and strategic objectives.
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8. Remuneration Policy and Practices

The Society’s objective in setting the remuneration policy is to ensure that remuneration is set at a level to retain
and attract individuals of the calibre necessary to operate an organisation such as Darlington Building Society whilst
being in line with effective risk management and business strategy practices.
The remuneration of the Executive Directors and other members of the executive is determined by the
Remuneration Committee. The Terms of Reference of this Committee are set out on our website,
www.darlington.co.uk .
In setting remuneration, the Committee takes account of the remuneration and benefits package payable to
executive directors and other executives carrying similar responsibilities in organisations comparable to the
Darlington Building Society.
It is determined that the Executive Committee, which comprises the Executive Directors, being the Chief Executive,
the Finance Director and the Chief Risk Officer and three further executives, is designated as subject to the
Remuneration Code as set out in SYSC 19D.
Further information on the mandate of the Remuneration Committee and its decision-making process in
determining the remuneration policy for the Executive Directors and other members of the Executive Team is
contained in the Report on Directors Remuneration within the Annual Report and Accounts for the year ended 31
December 2021.
For all of the Executives, fixed remuneration includes pension contributions made by the Society on their behalf and
the value of taxable benefits. Variable remuneration relates to Bonus payments which are at the sole discretion of
the Remuneration Committee and are not guaranteed.
Aggregate information on the remuneration of the three Executive Directors and other four Executives for the period
ended 31 December 2021 is shown in the table below. Staff involved in the Treasury function are not incentivised or
awarded Bonuses based on the performance of the Treasury portfolio and no targets are set for return on assets to
ensure the security of liquid assets is paramount at all times.
Table 30: Remuneration for key management and other certification regime staff.
Category (‘000s unless otherwise
noted)

Number

Salary

Bonus

Pension
Contribution

Other
Benefits

Total
Remuneration

Key Management compensation

14

1,050

103

62

4

1,219

Other Staff in Certification Regime

14

681

35

84

1

801

Total

28

1,731

138

146

5

2,020

During the year there were no severance or sign-on payments made to any director.
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9. Other Pillar 3 reporting requirements
The Society is required to report a small range of additional information as part of its Pillar 3 disclosures. The
following information includes extracts of information taken from the 2021 Annual Report and Accounts, presented
here for completeness.

9.1 Number of directorships held by members of the management body
Table 31: Directorships held at 31 December 2021.
Directors (Non-Executive)

Date of Birth

Date of Appointment

Other Directorships

Company/Organisation

J Cullen (Chairman)
R Cuffe

08.09.1954
08.06.1960

01.01.2015
18.04.2013

None
Non-Executive Director

I Wilson

16.04.1964

01.10.2017

Non-Executive Director

A Russell

18.03.1967

01.08.2019

Non-Executive Director

K McIntyre

25.10.1962

01.08.2019

Non-Executive Director

J Williams

19.03.1986

01.08.2019

Non-Executive Director

Directors (Executive)

Date of Birth

Date of Appointment

Other Directorships

None
Joint industry Currency for Regional Media
Research (Jicreg)
Thirteen Housing Group
The Mortgage Lender Limited (resigned February
2021)
Redwood Bank (resigned July 2021)
Fintech Solutions APS
Revolut Ltd
Revolut UK
Newcastle University
Northern Homes and Estates Limited
The Percy Hedley Foundation (resigned Sep 2021)
William Leech (Investments) Limited
William Leech Foundation Limited
Cirencester Friendly Society
Tadcaster Swimming Pool Trust (resigned Oct
2021)
Just Williams Limited
Advance Northumberland – Rural Business Growth
Service (voluntary)
Just Williams Sales Academy (appointed May
2021)
Company/Organisation

A Craddock

31.12.1962

03.12.2018

Executive Director
Non-Executive Director

C Hunter

30.03.1977

04.09.2017

Executive Director

Non-Executive Director

Darlington Homes Limited
Building Societies Association
Pension Trustees Limited
Director of Pavilion Gardens (Aston Clinton)
Management Company Ltd
Darlington Homes Limited
Darlington Mortgage Services Limited
Sentinel Homes Limited
DBS Services No. 3 Limited
Darlington Investment Planning
Darlington Estate Agents Limited

C B White

21.12.1978

Officers

Position at Society

Other Directorships

700 Club
Emley Moor RFL Community Interest Company
Darlington Homes Limited
Darlington Mortgage Services Limited
Sentinel Homes Limited
DBS Services No. 3 Limited
Darlington Investment Planning
Darlington Estate Agents Limited
Company/Organisation

N Barker
D Ditchburn
S Horley
D Bews

Director of People & Culture
Chief Customer Officer
Director of Service Excellence
Chief Risk Officer

None
None
None
None

None
None
None
None

01.01.2015

Executive Director
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9.2 Recruitment and diversity policy

The Society’s policy for the selection of members of its management body, and their actual knowledge, skills and
expertise summarises as follows:
On an annual basis the Nominations & Governance Committee reviews the balance of skills, experience,
independence, and knowledge on the Board against the requirements of the Group.
Following an evaluation of the role and capabilities required for a particular appointment, new appointees to the
Board are made on merit and against objective criteria and with due regard for the benefits of diversity on the
Board. In the light of this evaluation the Nominations & Governance Committee will prepare a description of the role
and capabilities required for a particular appointment. Candidates for Non-Executive Directorship are identified in a
variety of ways, including inviting applications from Members, press advertisements and utilising specialist HR
Search organisations.
Eligible Members of the Society have the right under the Society’s Rules to nominate candidates for election to the
Board. All Directors must meet the tests of fitness and propriety laid down by the Regulator. The Regulator reserves
the right to interview candidates before an appointment is confirmed.
The Society concentrates upon qualitative rather than quantitative areas with the desire to recruit and retain a
diverse workforce. Darlington Building Society aims to be an inclusive organisation, where diversity, equality and
respect are more highly valued than numerical targets for diversity.
The gender diversity of the Society as at 31 December 2021, with comparatives parenthesised, is shown below:
Table 32: Gender diversity split.
All Staff
Senior Management
Board

Female
70% (72%)
35% (29%)
33% (30%)

Male
30% (28%)
65% (71%)
67% (70%)

For further information see the Nomination and Governance Committee Report to the 2021 Annual Report and
accounts available on the Society’s website at www.darlington.co.uk
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